MAKING QATAR PROUD AROUND THE WORLD
“THE ONE & ONLY” AL MOURJAN RESTAURANTS
After receiving the International Award of Excellence at the “International Quality
Summit” in New York, Al Mourjan is awarded another International Award of
Excellence from Europe, putting Qatar on the world map of the best restaurants in
the world.
It is excellence in every single way that has put Al Mourjan amongst the best
restaurants in the world. The belief in perfection and continuous development of
the art of cuisine and service has brought Al Mourjan into a class of its own in the
region.
Recently the European Society for Quality Research (ESQR) based in Lausanne,
Switzerland, has awarded Al Mourjan Restaurants “The European Award for Best
Practices for 2013,”in a Grand Ceremony held in Vienna at the Schonbrunn
Imperial Palace.
This award is a “very prestigious award” given to a very few select business
organizations from different industries from around the world that have gone
beyond the limit of excellence.
This is the 3rd international award that Al Mourjan receives in 2013, making it the
most internationally awarded restaurant in the region.
Since its opening 5 years ago, Al Mourjan has received 13 local, regional and
international awards.
Al Mourjan is today recognized as one of the leading fine dining arabic restaurants
around the world and boasts the best lebanese cuisines on the international scene
and has created a new level of service found only in the very best restaurants or
hotels throughout the world.

The owners of Al Mourjan Restaurants, Mr. Nasser Abdulaziz Al Mesalam and
Mr. Mohamed Al Sadek believe that Al Mourjan’s success goes back to the
company’s vision and philosophy and continuous professional development of
their human resources.
Their belief is that there is always a market for quality and that the best restaurants
around the world stand the test of time.
Al Sadek says “We have remained true to our commitment to excellence and
quality, true to our vision and philosophy and to our customers from all over the
world.” And goes on to say, “the ability to create an art out of cuisine and service is
what has placed Al Mourjan Restaurants where it is today, and the ability to
continue developing this art of cuisine and service is what makes us stand out from
the rest. We believe in creating magic and our motto will always be ‘Experience the
Magic, when visiting Al Mourjan.’”

